All hail, Subscription! ’tis to thee we owe
The plenteous fruits, which from invention grow.
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‘The range is beyond belief, so good as to be chameleonic,
super-histrionic, shape-shifting, but with always a fully wry
energy in the inhabiting of past times, a sideways mockery
allied with a very serious intentness of political purpose.
This is poetry brimming with intellectual fire, variousness
of wit, sardonic dark Romantic bookishness alive and
vibrant, huge in scope, tricksy and intricate in its probing
of language, poetry, art, the graphemes and phonemes of
the fluid imagination flowing with cool electric passion.’
Adam Piette, Black Box Manifold
Marginalien (2005) was the last Halsey title from Five Seasons Press to be subsidized
by West Midlands Arts. After the dismantling of the West Midlands Arts
enthusiastic Literature Panel, Five Seasons has looked elsewhere for funding.
The 2009 publication of Halsey’s Lives of the Poets was supported by subscribers
and we are now seeking subscriptions to this new collection.

